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Malachi 3:2-3.
Who can live through the day when he comes?
Who will be left standing when he appears?
He will be like a fire that makes things pure.
He will be like soap that makes things clean.
He will act like one who makes silver pure.

This report will be divided into 4 parts

1- The weather
2- The people
3- The church
4- Coronavirus

1- The weather in Togo at this time is hot. This moment follows the shot – hot one. The crops are not good at all. This is the beginning of the dry season
2- People’s leaps tear at many part and it makes babies very bad
3- Churches are in recession.
The government asks churches to be in association.
We gather together in my home to pray. Two couples living by our sides come to pray with as.
4- The effect of coronavirus calm down because we are serious with nose cover.

Dear brother and sisters we thank you and pray that the coronavirus stops in our country and yours also. Pray for as every time. Thank you very much.

Love in Christ,
Richard KEDJI